Effectiveness, Safety, and Tolerance of Scalp Cooling for Chemotherapy-Induced Alopecia
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Chemotherapy-induced alopecia (CIA) is a reversible but common and highly distressing side effect that particularly refers to different levels of hair loss led by a single or combined chemotherapy regimen (Komen et al., 2013). In general, CIA starts one to three weeks after the first cycle of chemotherapy treatment and recovers within three to six months after chemotherapy ends (Oshima et al., 2001). Incidentally, some instances of permanent CIA could occur, likely because of high-dose combined drug therapy (Tosti et al., 2005; Trüeb, 2009). CIA inevitably occurs because about 85%–90% of scalp hair follicles are in the anagen phase at any given time (Koch et al., 2020), and just like malignant cells, they are sensitive to chemotherapy drugs because of increasing oxidation/reactive oxygen species levels and stimulating apoptosis of cells (Panieri & Santoro, 2016). Studies have shown that the incidence of CIA ranges from 10% to 100%, with rates from 10% to 50% for antimetabolites, greater than 60% for alkylating agents, greater than 80% for antimicrotubule agents, and from 60% to 100% for topoisomerase inhibitors (Roe, 2014; Trüeb, 2010). Although hair loss is a non–life-threatening condition, it causes negative body image and reminds people of cancer or other physiological suffering (Choi et al., 2014; van den Hurk et al., 2013). Patients experiencing CIA tend to have great psychological stress, such as anxiety, confusion, and depression, particularly for women and young men (Hilton et al., 2008). Meanwhile, CIA could affect self-esteem and social relationships. Women experiencing hair loss have expressed that it was more difficult to cope with than losing a breast (Chan et al., 2018). As a result, as many as 8% of patients refused to receive chemotherapy treatment or chose a less effective regimen to avoid severe alopecia (Hesketh et al., 2004).

In contrast to many other side effects of chemotherapy that have been treated by marked progress (including infection, pain, emesis, bone marrow suppression, and thrombosis) (Hesketh et al., 2004),
progress made in preventing CIA has not been as significant. Among preventive measures for alopecia, scalp cooling is the most widely used, comparing with pharmacologic interventions such as minoxidil and other nonpharmacologic strategies such as scalp tourniquets (Shin et al., 2015). Scalp cooling therapy has been used since the 1970s, mainly to prevent and reduce the occurrence of CIA (Grevelman & Breed, 2005; Soref & Fahl, 2015). The initial method involved putting a plastic bag filled with crushed ice on the scalp fixed by bandages to lower the scalp temperature, and thereafter cold air, gel packs, or electronically cooled caps were gradually used in clinics (Guy et al., 1982; Pliskow et al., 2016). Currently, scalp cooling devices, such as the Paxman (United Kingdom) and Dignitana (Sweden) systems, are applied in more than 30 countries worldwide (Wang et al., 2021). They are available in several different sizes that can be suitable for the head, lower the temperature gradually, and may be more comfortable and well tolerated (Massey, 2004). In addition, a lot of literature, including primary studies and reviews, has reported the application of scalp cooling as an effective treatment for preventing CIA.

Unfortunately, the relevant recommendation on the use of scalp cooling for CIA was not found in any clinical practice guidelines, possibly because of insufficient data from existing trials to make recommendations on interventions to prevent or treat side effects and symptoms related to alopecia (Greenlee et al., 2014). In addition, the authors found that there was still some ambiguous information about scalp cooling, such as treatment time, targeted temperature, and weaknesses of the implementation. Therefore, in consideration of various available descriptions about scalp cooling therapy’s effectiveness, safety, and tolerance, the authors integrated the systematic reviews, which were considered as high-level evidence, in this overview to combine information and make a comprehensive evaluation accessible to people experiencing CIA.

The aim of this article is to conduct an overview of systematic reviews to identify and summarize evidence of the effect evaluation of scalp cooling for preventing CIA.

Methods

This overview of systematic reviews was conducted according to the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines and the recommendations of the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Page et al., 2021).

The included studies were assessed for eligibility based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, evaluating for types of study designs, participants, interventions, and outcomes.

Systematic reviews published in peer-reviewed journals were included. Therefore, the narrative reviews and reviews that did not follow the methodology of a systematic review were excluded (Pae, 2015). Conference abstracts, editorials, unpublished work, and other unavailable full-text studies were also excluded. The publication language was limited to Chinese and English, and there were no restrictions to the publication date.

Regardless of age, gender, and ethnicity, patients diagnosed with cancer and treated with chemotherapy or adjuvant chemotherapy were considered in the current study. In addition, any restriction to types of cancer and chemotherapy drugs was not applied.

Studies were included if they used scalp cooling for preventing CIA. Studies could involve any types of scalp hypothermia devices and technologies, but not in combination with other CIA-preventive interventions.

Studies were included if they examined at least one measure of the efficacy of scalp cooling, such as the occurrence, extent, or severity of CIA; a series of adverse events; the longer-term sequelae; and any signs of intolerance.

Search Strategy and Selection

A comprehensive search was performed via four electronic databases, including PubMed®, Embase®, Cochrane Library, and CNKI from their inception to May 15, 2021, using MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms and free words. An additional manual search was performed via screening reference lists of included systematic reviews.

Two reviewers (X.-Y.Z. and K.-L.Y.) selected the records from the databases independently by screening titles and abstracts. Full-text articles were acquired from all studies identified as potentially relevant after the consent of both reviewers, and were assessed independently in accordance with the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Any disagreement between the two reviewers was resolved by discussion until consensus was achieved.

Data Extraction, Assessment, and Synthesis

At the outset, data pre-extraction was performed through two to three studies included in the authors’ search, and the extraction form has been modified by all researchers. Then, two reviewers (X.-Y.Z. and
K.-L.Y.) extracted the data from all included systematic reviews independently. The following information was extracted: the first author, year of publication, type and number of included studies, inclusion and exclusion criteria, patients, type of cancer, chemotherapy regimen, implementation details of scalp cooling and control methods, assessment criteria of CIA, clinical outcomes, adverse events, and so on.

The methodologic quality of identified systematic reviews was assessed independently by two reviewers (X.-Y.Z. and K.-L.Y.) using the AMSTAR (Assessment of the Methodological Quality of Systematic Reviews) 2 tool, which has shown good inter-rater reliability and construct validity (Shea et al., 2017). The AMSTAR 2 tool consists of 16 items evaluating relevant methodologic aspects and includes 7 critical items (items 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15). Each item was rated as yes (totally done), partial yes (partially done), no (clearly not done), or not applicable. Instead of generating an overall score, AMSTAR 2 judged systematic reviews as high (one noncritical item or less rated as no), moderate (more than one noncritical item rated as no), low (one critical item or less rated as no), and critically low (more than one critical item rated as no) by interpreting weaknesses detected in critical and noncritical items.

The percentage and bar graph were used to show the results of the AMSTAR 2. The quantitative results that estimated the effectiveness of scalp cooling were presented as a forest plot. In addition to a quantitative analysis, a qualitative synthesis of included systematic reviews was also performed because of the different design types. To explore more details of scalp cooling treatment, the strengths and weaknesses of interventions and limitations of systematic reviews were summarized.

Results

The PRISMA flow diagram of the literature search and study selection is shown in Figure 1. A total of 580 potentially relevant reports were initially identified, and 14 systematic reviews were included.

General Characteristics of Included Studies

The general characteristics of included systematic reviews are summarized in Table 1. All systematic reviews were published in English, and the year of publications ranged from 2008 to 2021. Ten systematic reviews evaluated the efficacy of scalp cooling for prevention of CIA (Ding et al., 2020; Haque et al., 2020; Lotfi-Jam et al., 2008; Marks et al., 2018; Ross & Fischer-Cartlidge, 2017; Rugo & Voigt, 2018; Shah et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2020); two systematic reviews reported pathogenesis of CIA (Rubio-Gonzalez et al., 2018) and influencing factors of effectiveness of scalp cooling (Komen et al., 2013); one systematic review evaluated the effect of scalp cooling on quality of life of those experiencing CIA (Marks et al., 2019); and one systematic review showed the risk of scalp metastases with scalp cooling for CIA (Rugo et al., 2017). The largest proportion of the included participants was individuals with breast cancer. The types of scalp cooling technologies were cooling caps (including Gel cap, Chemocap, Penguin, and Spenco) and scalp cooling systems (including Paxman and DigniCap®). The primary outcome of included systematic reviews was effectiveness of scalp cooling described by the extent of alopecia.

FIGURE 1. PRISMA Flow Diagram
### TABLE 1. Characteristics of Included Systematic Reviews (N = 14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Types and Sample</th>
<th>Chemotherapy Regimen</th>
<th>Intervention and Control</th>
<th>Primary Outcomes</th>
<th>Risk-of-Bias Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al., 2020</td>
<td>Non-RCT, PC, quasiexperimental trial; 6/39; 774/6,006; breast, lung, prostate, ovarian, GI, other</td>
<td>D, Mi-C, DC, AC, D-Carbo, T, T-Carbo-D, taxane and/or anthracycline</td>
<td>Intervention types:</td>
<td>Extent of alopecia (the risk of developing severe hair loss or total alopecia)</td>
<td>Newcastle-Ottawa scale: observational studies and non-RCT; Cochrane Collaboration tool: RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haque et al., 2020</td>
<td>RCT, PC; 12/41; 1,332/6,221; breast, ovarian, lung, prostate, endometrial, GI/colorectal, lymphoma, fibrosarcoma, sarcoma, urethra, other</td>
<td>A, Ad, anthracycline, B, Carbo, Cit, C, D, Da, E, eribulin, etoposide, F, G, M, paclitaxel, taxane, Top, Tr, vinorelbine, V, vincristine</td>
<td>Intervention types:</td>
<td>Chemotherapy-induced alopecia incidence rate (failure = hair loss 50% or greater)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komen et al., 2013</td>
<td>No limitation; 32; 2,803; breast, ovarian, colon, other</td>
<td>T, D, FEC-D, FEC, FAC, TAC, AC, ACT-Tr, T-Carbo, Irino</td>
<td>Intervention types:</td>
<td>Effectiveness of scalp cooling (valid: not wearing a wig or head cover)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotfi-Jam et al., 2008</td>
<td>RCT, 4/60; Not reported; breast, other</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Intervention type:</td>
<td>Severity of hair loss (definition of hair loss not reported)</td>
<td>Cochrane Collaboration tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Types and Sample</th>
<th>Chemotherapy Regimen</th>
<th>Intervention and Control</th>
<th>Primary Outcomes</th>
<th>Risk-of-Bias Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Marks et al., 2018          | RCT, non-RCT, PC, retrospective cohort study; 21/34 4, 3,964/5,647; not reported       | ABVD, AC, A-Cis, ACD, ACT, Ad-CT-Tr, AFC, BEP, Capo, Carbo, D, DAC, D-Ad-C, DC, DC-Tr, D-Carbo-Tr, D-Carbo-Tr-P, DE, DP-Tr, D-Tr-P, ECD, ECF, ECT, ECT-Carbo, E-Carbo, FAC, F-Ad-C, FEC, FEC-D, G-Carbo, T, Tr, TAC, T-Carbo, TE-Carbo, TGE, TP-Tr, anthracycline and/or taxane, etoposide, ifosfamide, Irino | Intervention types:  
  ■ CC (Penguin, Spenco, Elasto-Gel™)  
  ■ SCS (Paxman, Dignicap)  
  Intervention temperature:  
  ■ CC: -32°C to -25°C  
  ■ SCS: 3°C-5°C  
  Intervention time:  
  ■ 15–50 mins before, during, 30 mins to 4 hours after (exchange every 35–45 mins)  
  Control:  
  ■ No scalp cooling | Extent of alopecia (defined differently by WHO or Dean scales) | A graded scale of 1–5, modified from the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine |
| Marks et al., 2019          | RCT, PC, cross-sectional study; 13 1,282; breast                                       | Anthracycline- and taxane-based regimens, AC, ACT, Ad-C, AFC, D, D-Ad-C, DC, DC-Tr, D-Carbo-Tr, D-Carbo-Tr-P, D-Tr-P, EC, ED, FEC, F-Ad-C, Mi-C, T, T-Carbo, T-Tr | Intervention types:  
  ■ CC  
  ■ SCS  
  ■ Unspecified scalp cooling  
  Control:  
  ■ No scalp cooling plus no control | Quality of life | A graded scale of 1–5, modified from the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine |
| Ross & Fischer-Cartledge, 2017 | Systematic reviews, comparative trials, cohort; 12 2,531; breast, prostate, lung, other | ABVD, AC, BEP, CHOP, D, DAC, DC, D-Carbo, FAC, FEC, FEC-D, T | Intervention types:  
  ■ CC (Penguin)  
  ■ SCS (Dignicap, Paxman)  
  Control:  
  ■ No scalp cooling | Successful hair preservation (defined differently by WHO scores or use/not use a wig or head cover) | None |
| Rubio-Gonzalez et al., 2018   | No limitation; 13/52  
  ■ Not reported                                                                 | Vincristine, V, vinorelbine, vinflunine, T, D, Top, Irino, etoposide, teniposide, Mi, bendamustine, C, estramustine, ifosfamide, M, melphalan, Carbo, Cis, oxaliplatin, Da, procarbazine, temozolomide, 6-mercaptopurine, 6-thioguanine, azathioprine, fludarabine, F, Cap, cytarabine | Intervention types:  
  ■ Dignicap, Paxman  
  Control:  
  ■ No scalp cooling | Extent of alopecia (hair loss less than 50%, or not use a wig) | Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Types and Sample</th>
<th>Chemotherapy Regimen</th>
<th>Intervention and Control</th>
<th>Primary Outcomes</th>
<th>Risk-of-Bias Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Rugo & Voigt, 2018          | RCT; 10, 654; breast, ovarian, gastric, lymphoma, sarcoma, pancreatic, mesothelioma, lung, other | A, AC, C, CMF, Cis, Carbo, chlorambucil, D, Da, DE, DC, D-Carbo-Tr, D-Tr-P, E, F, M, mitomycin, T, T-Carbo, V, vincristine | Intervention types:  
  - Gel cap, Chemocap, Cryogel® bag, Spenco Hypothermia Cap  
  - Paxman SCS  
  Intervention time:  
  - 10–30 mins before, during, 20–90 mins after  
  Control:  
  - No scalp cooling | Extent of alopecia (valid: hair loss less than 50%; failure: hair loss greater than 50%) | Cochrane Collaboration tool |
| Rugo et al., 2017           | No limitation; 10, 3,197; breast | AC, AFC, CMF, Mi-C, anthracyclines and/or D | Intervention:  
  - Scalp cooling  
  Control:  
  - No scalp cooling | Not reported | None |
| Shah et al., 2018           | RCT, controlled clinical trial; 18, 1,482; breast, prostate, lung, ovarian, GI, non-Hodgkin, liver, endometrial, fibrosarcoma, urethra, lymphoma, sarcoma, pancreatic, mesothelioma, other | A, Ad, Ad-C, AC, ABVD, ACT-Tr, AFC, BEP, CMF, Cis-DC, Carbo-DC, D, DA, DC, D-Ad-C, D-Carbo, D-Carbo-F, D+vincristine, E, ED, FEC, FEC-D, F-Ad-C, Mi-C, V+prednisone, T, Ad+vincristine+F, taxane and/or anthracycline | Intervention types:  
  - Scalp cooling (scalp hypothermia achieved by ice packs, gel packs, or electronically cooled caps used as individual agent or combined with compression)  
  Intervention time:  
  - 15–20 mins before, during, 30–120 mins after (exchange every 45–60 mins)  
  Control:  
  - No scalp cooling | Chemotherapy-induced alopecia occurrence rate (chemotherapy-induced alopecia defined as different degrees of WHO or Dean scale) | None |
| Shin et al., 2015           | RCT, controlled clinical trial; 10/17, 818/1,098; breast, gynecologic, lung, ovarian, prostate, GI, other | A, ABVD, AC, BEP, CHOP, Cis-A, Cis-E, CMF, D, DA, D-Cap, D-Carbo, D-Tr, E, ED, FAC, FEC, T, TAC | Intervention types:  
  - Wearing a CC  
  Intervention temperature:  
  - CC below 0°C  
  Intervention time:  
  - 10–30 mins before, 0–90 mins after  
  Control:  
  - No scalp cooling | Chemotherapy-induced alopecia occurrence  
  Failure: WHO grade III–IV or wearing a wig | Cochrane Collaboration tool |
| Wang et al., 2021           | RCT, PC, cross-sectional study; 27, 2,202; breast | Taxane and/or anthracycline, Mi-C, FEC, DC, ECT, CMF, FECT, DEC-Tr | Intervention types:  
  - Spenco CC, electronic CC, Blue ice cap, Frigecap, Penguin, Paxman, DigniCap  
  Intervention time:  
  - 5–50 mins before, during, 15 mins to 4 hours after (exchange every 45 mins)  
  Control:  
  - No scalp cooling | Effectiveness of scalp cooling (valid: grade 0 or 1 [hair loss 50% or less, without wigs]; failure: grade 2 [hair loss greater than 50%, need a wig]) | Cross-sectional study: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, cohort: Newcastle-Ottawa scale, RCT: Cochrane Collaboration tool |
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Among 14 systematic reviews, 3 were rated as low-quality (Rugo & Voigt, 2018; Shin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2021) and 11 were rated as critically low-quality (Ding et al., 2020; Haque et al., 2020; Komen et al., 2013; Lotfi-Jam et al., 2008; Marks et al., 2018, 2019; Ross & Fischer-Cartlidge, 2017; Rubio-Gonzalez et al., 2018; Rugo et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2020). Four items (items 1 [100%], 4 [100%], 8 [71.4%], and 16 [78.6%]) were reported at more than 70% adherence, and seven items (items 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 13, and 15) were reported at below 30% adherence.

**Effect Evaluation of Scalp Cooling**

**Effectiveness:** All included systematic reviews demonstrated that scalp cooling was the most common and effective method among preventive interventions for CIA. It was found that the use of scalp cooling significantly reduced the risk of severe or total alopecia from five systematic reviews that conducted meta-analyses (Ding et al., 2020; Rugo & Voigt, 2018; Shah et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2020). The results are listed in Table 2.

**Safety:** Among the included 14 systematic reviews, only 1 systematic review took the incidence rate of scalp metastases from scalp cooling for CIA as the primary outcome and performed quantitative synthesis (Rugo et al., 2017). Beyond that, three more included studies (Lemieux et al., 2015; van den Hurk et al., 2012, 2013) relevant to scalp metastases and overall survival in two other systematic reviews (Ding et al., 2020; Ross & Fischer-Cartlidge, 2017) were also found. Safety data are shown in Table 3 and suggested that scalp cooling was unlikely to adversely affect incidence of scalp metastases and overall survival.

**Tolerance:** Overall, scalp cooling has good tolerance. Included systematic reviews reported secondary outcomes, including quality of life (QOL), body image perception, depression and anxiety, and adverse effects. Zhou et al. (2020) indicated that the changes in social function, emotional function, and body image perception were not different between the scalp cooling and no scalp cooling groups. Marks et al. (2019) evaluated the relationship between use of scalp cooling and QOL in individuals with CIA and demonstrated that scalp cooling was not consistently associated with significant QOL improvements as...
assessed by the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer QOL Questionnaire—Core and Breast Cancer Module. Most adverse effects that were reported in studies were mild and moderate, including cold sensation, chills, dizziness, headache, scalp pain, head discomfort, the weight of the cap, and claustrophobia (Haque et al., 2020; Komen et al., 2013; Marks et al., 2018; Ross & Fischer-Cartlidge, 2017; Rugo et al., 2017; Rugo & Voigt, 2018; Wang et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2020). Among them, the most common were cold and headache, with an incidence of about 4%–33.3% (Shin et al., 2015).

**Strengths and weaknesses:** Aside from the effect evaluation of scalp cooling, the strengths and weaknesses of this intervention are also shown in Table 4. As the only preventive intervention for CIA that was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (Haque et al., 2020; Rubio-Gonzalez et al., 2018), scalp cooling played a positive role and was used more widely. Because most systematic reviews were aimed at patients with solid tumors, scalp cooling was particularly recommended for these patients, and the corresponding commonly used chemotherapy regimens were anthracyclines, cyclophosphamides, and taxanes (Rugo & Voigt, 2018). Because of lack of safety data, scalp cooling should be avoided for patients with certain diseases, such as hematologic malignancies, and a complete medical history should be performed.

### TABLE 2. Effectiveness of Scalp Cooling Versus No Scalp Cooling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Types of Studies</th>
<th>Measurement Tool</th>
<th>Primary Outcome (^a)</th>
<th>Scalp Cooling</th>
<th>No Scalp Cooling</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>I^2</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al., 2020</td>
<td>QRT, OS</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>Extent of alopecia (^b)</td>
<td>143/190</td>
<td>108/118</td>
<td>RR = 0.8</td>
<td>[0.67, 0.94]</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugo &amp; Voigt, 2018</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Significant alopecia (^c)</td>
<td>86/173</td>
<td>114/123</td>
<td>RR = 0.54</td>
<td>[0.43, 0.63]</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shah et al., 2018</td>
<td>RCT, CCT</td>
<td>WHO; Dean scale &gt; 3; scale for hair loss; necessity to wear a wig; visual analog scale; patient self-report; collection of lost hair</td>
<td>CIA occurrence rate (^d)</td>
<td>288/952</td>
<td>440/566</td>
<td>RR = 0.478</td>
<td>[0.373, 0.613]</td>
<td>80.383%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin et al., 2015</td>
<td>RCT, CCT</td>
<td>WHO; scale for hair loss; necessity to wear a wig; collection of lost hair</td>
<td>CIA occurrence (^e)</td>
<td>113/488</td>
<td>252/330</td>
<td>RR = 0.38</td>
<td>[0.32, 0.45]</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al., 2020</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>WHO; CTCAE</td>
<td>Hair loss (^f)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>OR = 0.13</td>
<td>[0.07, 0.25]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Definition of extent of alopecia

\(^b\) The risk of developing severe hair loss or total alopecia

\(^c\) Risk of requiring a wig

\(^d\) CIA defined as different degrees of WHO or Dean scale

\(^e\) Failure = WHO grade III–IV or wearing a wig; III: complete but reversible alopecia; IV: complete and irreversible alopecia

\(^f\) Hair loss defined as different degrees of WHO or CTCAE

CCT—controlled clinical trial; CI—confidence interval; CIA—chemotherapy-induced alopecia; CTCAE—Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 4.0; ES—effect size; OR—odds ratio; OS—observational study; QRT—quasirandomized trial; RCT—randomized controlled trial; RR—risk ratio; WHO—World Health Organization criteria
Discussion
This article identified 14 systematic reviews assessing the effect evaluation of scalp cooling treatment for preventing CIA. Three systematic reviews were rated as low-quality, and 11 were rated as critically low-quality. Scalp cooling was found to significantly reduce the risk of severe or total alopecia for patients receiving chemotherapy and had good safety and tolerance in clinical practice.

Hair is connected with general well-being, sexual attraction, strong social status, and other meanings beyond itself in modern life (Can et al., 2013). People with hair loss experience negative emotions in daily life, such as depression, anxiety, low self-esteem, and loss of sexuality. Some women have reported feeling that their personal identity would disappear along with the loss of hair and that lack of self-esteem could continue after the chemotherapy has finished and hair has regrown (Kim et al., 2012; Roe, 2014). Women tend to be constantly concerned about whether they could have new hair growth, and it is possible that there will be no regrowth (Kim et al., 2012). If they wear a wig or hat, besides any discomfort such as feeling hot and sweaty, they may become fearful about the wig blowing off in front of others (Roe, 2014). Even if new hair grows, patients may find that they have to accept the new hair with a different color because chemotherapy strips protein and affects the pigmentary unit of the hair follicle (Paus et al., 2013). Scalp cooling was reported as effective for preventing CIA. By lowering the scalp temperature, scalp cooling can cause rapid vasoconstriction and greatly reduce blood flow and chemotherapy infusion in the scalp area (Bülow et al., 1985; Janssen et al., 2007). Simultaneously, the rate of drug diffusion and metabolism of hair follicle cells are decreased at a low temperature (Lane et al., 1987). Consequently, the chemotherapeutic drugs are less harmful to the hair follicle cells in the scalp and the extent of CIA is reduced.

Scalp cooling has been commonly used to prevent CIA. Among studies in this field, there have not been many well-designed randomized controlled trials and controlled clinical trials. Observational and retrospective studies were in the majority, and this could potentially be linked to the characteristics and conditions of participants. The quality of most included studies was found to be poor. The risk of selective reporting was high because almost all studies were not preregistered. In regard to the heterogeneity, the types of cancers and chemotherapy regimens were various. The cooling time, frequency, and temperature of scalp

Quality Assessment
According to the methodologic quality assessment of AMSTAR 2 (Shea et al., 2017), 3 studies were rated as low-quality and the remaining 11 were rated as critically low-quality. The weaknesses of critical items were mainly cited as lack of review methods prior to the review, not providing a list of excluded studies and the reasons for exclusions, not accounting for risk of bias in individual studies, and not carrying out an adequate investigation of publication bias. Lack of protocol (item 2) may cause a larger adjustment or change during the study process, which could influence the rigor and precision of the systematic reviews. Therefore, prospective registration tends to be encouraged to avoid the risk of bias in methodology and facilitate processing transparency (Stewart et al., 2012). Lack of a list of excluded studies and the reasons for exclusions (item 7) would likely affect the authenticity of the results and increase selection bias. In a high-quality systematic review, it is an indispensable and necessary part to list the potentially relevant studies that do not meet the inclusion criteria and account the reason for exclusion. Lack of account for risk of bias in individual studies (item 13) and lack of assessment of publication bias (item 15) may destroy the authenticity of the conclusion (Shea et al., 2007). High-quality systematic reviews and meta-analyses can provide strong evidence and promote clinical practice, so researchers should abide by the rules of the relevant items of the AMSTAR 2 and entirely manage the methodologic quality of the studies.

Among studies in this field, there have not been many well-designed randomized controlled trials and controlled clinical trials. Observational and retrospective studies were in the majority, and this could potentially be linked to the characteristics and conditions of participants. The quality of most included studies was found to be poor. The risk of selective reporting was high because almost all studies were not preregistered. In regard to the heterogeneity, the types of cancers and chemotherapy regimens were various. The cooling time, frequency, and temperature of scalp
cooling treatment differed and were not unified. The measurement tools, assessment time, and follow-up time were also inconsistent (Ding et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). All these factors may decrease the overall methodologic quality of the studies. Therefore, there is an urgent need for well-designed randomized controlled trials to test the long-term effectiveness of scalp cooling and the management of adverse effects (Lotfi-Jam et al., 2008).

**Effect Evaluation of Scalp Cooling**

**Influence factors:** Scalp cooling has made great progress in efficacy and technology since the 1970s (Dunnill et al., 2018). Among all preventive interventions for CIA, the scalp cooling system has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. However, the effectiveness of scalp cooling was not always satisfactory and it depended on several factors, including chemotherapy regimen, scalp temperature, cooling time, and patient characteristics. In general, scalp cooling was less favorable for patients undergoing combination drug therapy or higher doses compared to monotherapy or lower doses. In a Dutch observational study that collected data on effectiveness of scalp cooling for the past four years (from 2006 to 2009), for patients treated with different doses of 5-fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide (FEC), 52% of patients treated with FEC (500, 90, and 500 mg/m$^2$, respectively) did not require a head cover, versus 33% of patients treated with FEC (500, 100, and 500 mg/m$^2$, respectively).

### TABLE 3. Safety of Scalp Cooling Versus No Scalp Cooling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design and Sample</th>
<th>Follow-Up</th>
<th>Intervention Results</th>
<th>Control Results</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lemieux et al., 2015</td>
<td>Retrospective study of 1,370 patients with breast cancer in neoadjuvant or adjuvant care (553 used scalp cooling; 817 were controls)</td>
<td>6.3 years (range = 3.2–10.3) for intervention and 8 years (range = 6.4–10.3) for control</td>
<td>Overall survival was measured, with 107 events and an HR of 0.89$^a$.</td>
<td>Overall survival was measured with 199 events and an HR of 1.</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugo et al., 2017</td>
<td>Meta-analysis with 10 included studies that quantified the incidence of scalp metastases with scalp cooling over time (1,959 used scalp cooling; 1,238 were controls)</td>
<td>43.1 months for intervention and 87.4 months for control</td>
<td>The incidence rate of scalp metastases was 0.61% (95% CI [0.32, 1.1]).</td>
<td>The incidence rate of scalp metastases was 0.41% (95% CI [0.13, 0.94]).</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van den Hurk et al., 2012</td>
<td>Observational study of 1,411 participants with multiple tumor types (86% breast)</td>
<td>Varied based on enrollment date</td>
<td>No scalp metastases were reported as of last treatment through August 2011.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van den Hurk et al., 2013</td>
<td>Observational study of 246 patients with several types of cancer (160 used scalp cooling; 86 were controls)</td>
<td>12 months for all</td>
<td>No scalp metastases were reported as of the last measurement.</td>
<td>No scalp metastases were reported as of the last measurement.</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ HR < 1 means a lower death rate in the scalp cooling group compared to women in the non–scalp cooling group.

CI—confidence interval; HR—hazard ratio
treated with 75 mg/m² did not require a head cover, versus 59% of patients treated with 100 mg/m² (van den Hurk et al., 2012). Komen et al. (2013) indicated that scalp cooling failed to prevent hair loss in most patients who were treated with the combination of docetaxel, adriamycin, and cyclophosphamide chemotherapy for early-stage breast cancer. Some drugs, such as doxorubicin, were proven to be likely to enter cells via active transport mechanisms, which would be reduced by cooling. In addition, the cell models showed that doxorubicin-induced damage to DNA was reduced at lower temperatures (Lane et al., 1987). Likewise, Shin et al. (2015) reported that scalp cooling should be the recommended preventive intervention for CIA in individuals with breast cancer undergoing doxorubicin-, epirubicin-, or docetaxel-containing chemotherapy regimens.

Scalp cooling could decrease the drug dose and metabolism of the hair follicle by virtue of cooling the scalp. In existing studies, cooling temperature represented an essential variable, and ability to maintain the proper temperature during the treatment had a large effect on the success of scalp cooling (Katsimbri et al., 2000). However, no optimal temperature has been determined to prevent CIA. Zhou et al. (2020) reported cooling caps were previously cooled to ∼25°C to ∼15°C. Marks et al. (2018) showed that cooling caps were frozen from −32°C to −25°C, and the scalp cooling system could maintain from 3°C to 5°C. Shin et al. (2015) suggested the cooling cap was fully refrigerated below 0°C. To ensure prevention of hair loss, the epicutaneous scalp should be cooled to less than 19°C, and the subcutaneous scalp skin temperature should reach less than 22°C consistently (Bülow et al., 1985). Likewise, there was no clarified cooling time, which ranged from 5–50 minutes (mostly 15–30 minutes) prior to and during chemotherapy, and from 15 minutes to 4 hours (mostly 30–60 minutes) after chemotherapy. Komen et al. (2013) suggested 45 minutes as an optimal preinfusion cooling time because scalp temperature could reach a constant level of about 18°C (an ideal temperature) after 45 minutes. In addition, the tolerance of each patient to scalp cooling is highly variable and must be considered. Cold sensation and intolerance of hypothermia can lead to early cessation of scalp cooling, with requirement for removal (Shah et al., 2018). Therefore, the implementation of scalp cooling should be personalized for each patient by keeping a balance between patients’ tolerance and the threshold level of scalp temperature (Komen et al., 2013). In addition, Wang et al. (2021) believed that studies in the future should focus more on how to improve patients’ tolerance so they could experience chemotherapy more comfortably.

Patient characteristics are also an influencing factor for the effect of scalp cooling, specifically referring to the fact that scalp cooling was more effective for younger, male, and White individuals compared to older, female, and African American individuals (Komen et al., 2013). Because of aging skin and declining organ function, older adults’ scalp is likely to diminish the cold-induced vasoconstriction effect, which may cause a greater concentration of chemotherapy in the hair root cells (van den Hurk et al., 2012). Wang et al. (2021) concluded that scalp cooling therapy’s effectiveness rates were 67% (95% confidence interval [CI] [57, 62]) in European patients versus 53% (95% CI [44, 62]) in Asian patients. This may be related to the fact that scalp cooling technology is more mature in European areas. Medical personnel in Europe may know more about the importance of scalp cooling and could provide better cooling service for patients, such as appropriate cooling time and temperature control. With more scalp cooling equipment, patients receiving chemotherapy are more likely to receive the scalp cooling intervention treatment in Europe. Janssen et al. (2005) proposed that the thickness of the hair layer could affect the effectiveness of scalp cooling, which may explain the poor effect of scalp cooling in African American individuals. A thicker hair layer acts as an insulating layer between the scalp and cooling cap, and prevents the scalp from being fully cooled.

**Adverse effects:** Most adverse effects from scalp cooling were reported to be mild and moderate, such as being cold and experiencing a headache. Although most participants said that scalp cooling was well tolerated, the previously mentioned side effects should be paid more attention, particularly chills, head discomfort, and claustrophobia, which may be emotional factors influencing the practice. Nurses should focus on the feelings of patients undergoing scalp cooling and help to relieve the discomfort with change in positioning, prophylactic painkillers, and additional blankets or pillows (Shah et al., 2018). Few patients required removal because of intolerability of the cold cap (Rugo & Voigt, 2018).

Marks et al. (2019) demonstrated that scalp cooling is not consistently associated with significant QOL improvements. In addition, some patients undergoing scalp cooling were reported to have worse QOL outcomes compared to those who did not undergo scalp cooling (van den Hurk et al., 2010). It is likely related to the uncertainty of hair loss and
### TABLE 4. Strengths and Weaknesses of Scalp Cooling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al., 2020</td>
<td>• Significantly reducing the risk of CIA</td>
<td>• Wigs were still purchased by 38% of patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not leading to scalp metastases</td>
<td>• Limiting the decrease in societal costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haque et al., 2020</td>
<td>• Strategy approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td>• Potentially reducing tumor cell kill and compromising the efficacy of chemotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fairly effective for certain chemotherapy regimens</td>
<td>• Impracticality, cost, lack of insurance coverage, adverse effects, risk of comorbidities, and access to care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Found to be very effective in multiple cancers</td>
<td>• No studies on CIA in patients undergoing HCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komen et al., 2013</td>
<td>• SC is a tentative recommendation for strategy.</td>
<td>• Few studies investigated patient characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not consistently associated with significant QOL improvements</td>
<td>• The use of SC should be personalized for each patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotfi-Jam et al., 2008</td>
<td>• Superior efficacy in docetaxel or pertuzumab monotherapy compared with combination</td>
<td>• Lack of clarity about follow-up times to specify safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks et al., 2018</td>
<td>• The incidence of scalp metastases is low.</td>
<td>• No optimal temperature of SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not consistently associated with significant QOL improvements</td>
<td>• Lack of robust support of cooling gel pad and cold water immersion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross &amp; Fischer-Cartlidge, 2017</td>
<td>• SC should be avoided in hematologic malignancies.</td>
<td>• Necessary to complete medical history prior to SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SC should be avoided in cold agglutinin disease, cryoglobulinemia, cryofibrinogenemia, and cryofibrinogenemia</td>
<td>• Contraindications: HCT, cold sensitivity, cold agglutinin disease, cryoglobulinemia, cryofibrinogenemia, and cryofibrinogenemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SC should be avoided in cold agglutinin disease, cryoglobulinemia, post-traumatic cold injury, and liver dysfunction.</td>
<td>• Not covered by insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubio-Gonzalez et al., 2018</td>
<td>• Potentially effective for CIA with solid tumors</td>
<td>• SC should be avoided in hematologic malignancies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of SC may decrease the associated cost of CIA.</td>
<td>• SC is also contraindicated in cold agglutinin disease, cryoglobulinemia, post-traumatic cold injury, and liver dysfunction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugo &amp; Voigt, 2018</td>
<td>• Refuting any potential risk of worse cancer outcome associated with SC, specifically for breast cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugo et al., 2017</td>
<td>• Not increasing the incidence of scalp metastases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shah et al., 2018</td>
<td>• Efficacy of SC is reliant on scalp temperature.</td>
<td>• Need more studies on time and temperature of SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin et al., 2015</td>
<td>• The most common and effective for CIA</td>
<td>• The long-term safety should be confirmed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al., 2021</td>
<td>• SC overall effectiveness was estimated to be 61%.</td>
<td>• The tolerance of each patient to SC is unpredictable and highly variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al., 2020</td>
<td>• The most effective method to prevent CIA</td>
<td>• Requires additional equipment fees, nurse work hours, and patient chair time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patients undergoing cyclophosphamide, docetaxel, doxorubicin, epirubicin, and paclitaxel are the most suitable candidates for SC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIA—chemotherapy-induced alopecia; HCT—hematopoietic cell transplantation; QOL—quality of life; SC—scalp cooling
overall disappointment in unsuccessful scalp cooling. Patients undergoing cooling treatment possibly placed a higher importance on hair preservation and focused more on occurrence of hair loss.

**Application analysis:** At present, there have been almost no studies on scalp cooling preventing CIA in patients with hematologic malignancies. This may be related to concerns about tumor metastases, failed chemotherapy, or even reduced survival rates. However, the chemotherapy doses for a patient with a hematologic malignancy are typically 5–10 times higher than those given for solid tumors, and permanent CIA occurs in some patients with hematologic malignancies. Therefore, alopecia in these patients should be paid more attention. Because there has been a lack of data, scalp cooling should be prohibited in patients with hematologic malignancies, as well as those with cold sensitivity, cold agglutinin disease, cryoglobulinemia, and cryofibrinogenemia (Komen et al., 2013; Rubio-Gonzalez et al., 2018). In addition, patients with abnormal liver function were not suggested to receive scalp cooling therapy because liver function is associated with metabolism of chemotherapy (Lemenager et al., 1997). Therefore, prior to recommending scalp cooling, a complete medical history should be performed, and the long-term safety of scalp cooling should be evaluated in future studies (Ross & Fischer-Cartridge, 2017).

Depending on the specific cooling device and geographic location, it is inevitable that scalp cooling therapy will increase cost during the chemotherapy period. Nangia et al. (2017) reported that scalp cooling can cost roughly $1,500–$3,000 per patient in the United States, on average. Currently, scalp cooling is not covered by health insurance (Nangia et al., 2017). In addition, the large-scale application of scalp cooling devices requires additional equipment fees, nursing care hours, and patient chair time (Kruse & Abraham, 2018). The chemotherapy infusion centers may be promoted by increasing available cooling devices and extending cooling time. Therefore, before transferring theory to large-scale practice, these factors need to be considered.

**Limitations**

There were several limitations in this article. First, only English and Chinese studies were searched, and only English systematic reviews were included, so a small number of studies in other languages were likely missed. Second, because there was not a unified definition of the success of hair preservation after scalp cooling treatment, the authors did not perform quantitative analysis. Last, quality assessment of included studies was low or critically low, and this may be likely to affect the credibility of the conclusions.

**Implications for Nursing**

As a common but non–life-threatening side effect, CIA was paid less attention than other chemotherapeutic adverse effects, such as infection, pain, emesis, and bone marrow suppression. However, CIA causes discomfort and psychological burden for patients undergoing chemotherapy. It adds to life difficulties after cancer survival, and this should not be ignored. Scalp cooling has been used widely for preventing CIA, but there was a lack of relevant recommendation in clinical guidelines. This overview integrated the existing systematic reviews about the use of scalp cooling for CIA and showed that scalp cooling was significantly effective for preventing CIA, particularly for patients with breast cancer and other solid tumors, because of its safety and tolerance. In addition, some ambiguous information about scalp cooling was presented, such as treatment time, targeted temperature, and the weaknesses of the implementation. This evidence could guide nurses to provide access to scalp cooling to reduce the risk of severe or total alopecia for patients undergoing chemotherapy and fit the treatment to patients’ context and goals. Future clinical practice can move the evidence base forward by conducting well-designed research and resolving problems with cost and devices.

**Conclusion**

In the current overview, all studies reported on the use of scalp cooling intervention for CIA, including its effectiveness, safety, tolerance, strengths, and weaknesses. Overall, scalp cooling was found to be very effective to prevent CIA in multiple cancers, particularly for those with breast cancer or other solid tumors. However, because of the high heterogeneity of included participants and interventions, no
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**KNOWLEDGE TRANSLATION**

- Scalp cooling was found to be very effective to prevent chemotherapy-induced alopecia in multiple cancers, particularly for people with breast cancer or other solid tumors.
- Scalp cooling was unlikely to adversely affect incidence of scalp metastases and overall survival.
- Scalp cooling was well tolerated, and most of its adverse effects have been reported to be mild and moderate, such as cold sensation and headache.
unified measurement standard, no clarified cooling time, and the poor quality assessment of included studies, there is an urgent need for well-designed randomized controlled trials to perform normative interventions and to test the long-term effectiveness of scalp cooling for the management of hair loss caused by chemotherapy.
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